
Time Class Name Presenter Title Run Class Description
10:00-11:20 am Let's Take a Crack at It! Rev Angelique Ms. A break down on the different types of cracks done with whips and how they can 

be used in a play scene. With demo and hands on practice.
11:30 am-12:50 pm Bag it Up, I'll Take It! Sir Alice Ms. Curious about body bags, if you are into bondage, power exchange in a scene, 

fear play, breath play, temperature play. This class will be right up your ally. 
Learn the basics, get some new ideas in this hands on participation class. Come 
find out how fun body bags can be.

1:00-1:50 pm

2:00-3:20 pm Sensual Massage as Service cookie Ms. Massage can be the ultimate gift as it is entirely focused on the recipients' 
pleasure. After an energetic flogging session, your Top can relax and have all of 
the stress caressed out of their body. Massage could also be a fantastic way to 
provide aftercare. Most everyone already has a massage table...learn to put it 
another use! The practice of Tantra often includes prolonged arousal without 
release. My brand of Tantric Massage combines this with a balanced combination 
of therapeutic massage, sensual touch, and the fluid movement of Esalen strokes. 
The goal is to excite the senses and then distract from it allowing that arousal to 
subside, only to repeat the cycle. This leads to an incredible build-up of tension 
and (if you choose) eventually an intense release.

3:30-4:20 pm Pervertables 101 Sir/Handler Brian Mr. Learn to be kinky with the items around the house.  there is no need to break the 
bank to buy tools for any kink play when the items in your house and kitchen can 
work. Showing how to incorporate any kink with the use of intro level tools and 
techniques including impact, temperature, CBT, rope, sensation, with discussion 
about insertable and showing techniques and intro to clothespin play, including 
demo of clothespin usage and zipper technique.

4:30-6:00 pm The Devil's Fire Mark Athens Mr. Ever wondered how far you could take fire play? In this demo, we will be 
adventuring into the depths of depravity and knocking on the door of the 
obscene. Not for the faint of heart, be prepared to see mind fucks, bonfires, fire 
columns, cunt torcher, and many other twisted methods of application. The 
focus of this demo is to provide a sample of various forms of fire play combined 
with edge play. Expect to have a wickedly good time, as we present a class 
designed for those with a devilishly erotic pallet.
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12:00-12:50 pm Destigmatizing HIV Harley Bear The class will go into detail about stigmas of being diagnosed with HIV and HIV 

awareness and also how to get on prep, side effects of medications overall of HIV 
educational purposes.

1:00-1:50 pm
2:00-2:50 pm Little/Diaper Pup 101 Pup Jules Pup This class will go over diapering techniques for littles and pups. Discussions 

about different head spaces. Also incorporating diapers into play. That diapers do 
not have to be scary or taboo.

3:00-4:20 pm Engaging & Exploring with Pet Play Lee / Varg Pup Two in one! Pet Play 101 breaks down the major concepts of pet play and sets up 
learners for exploring pet play from a fundamentals-based approach, and then 
applies those concepts in Pet Play 201 for those looking to take pet play into 
their daily lives or further into the bedroom.
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